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Welcome and Introductions
Mathias Schluep
Chair ISO IWA and World Resources Forum
How will today work?

• Parking Lot
• Helpful rules for a successful day!
• What are your expectations?
• What are the objectives for today’s workshop?
Introducing the agenda & participants

- Agenda
- Who is in the room?
- How are we doing so far?
- Who is at my table?
Agenda                    Thursday 7 July 2016

09:25  Introduce: agenda and participants

09:50  Presentation: Where are we in the process?

10:30  COFFEE AND TEA BREAK

11:00  Small group discussion of unresolved issues

12:30  LUNCH

14:00  Video: Electronic waste into robots

14:10  Enhancing our understanding of secondary metal supply chains

16:00  COFFEE AND TEA BREAK

16:20  Worst Practices of secondary metal recovery

17:45  Wrap up & summary of today’s session

18:00 Cocktail reception IUCN
Who is at my table?

Please state your name and organisation and in one sentence say why you are here. You have one minute each.
Where are we in the process?

Sonia Valdivia (ISO IWA Vice-Chair & World Resources Forum)
Coffee & Tea Break
Pending issues (Carousel)

Objective:
In small groups to discuss a set of pending issues.

Instructions:
You will be divided into five groups.
You will move with your group around the room answering questions at each Flip Chart or ‘point on the carousel’.
Each group will have a volunteer scribe and rapporteur.
When you hear the cow bell please move clockwise to the next Flip Chart.
Pending issues (Carousel)

FLIP CHARTS CONTENT:
1. Shall vs Should
2. Phasing out Child Labour
3. Principle 3 (Environment & Nat. Resources)
4. Timeline of the stepwise approach
5. Role of OBA
Lunch
Video – Bolivian teenager turns waste into robots

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ka6nEMPqF0Y

-Reflections from local consultation in India - Deepali Kethriwal
Enhancing our understanding of secondary metal supply chains

Instructions:
- Spend 15 min on each stakeholder (Pick 4)
- Write your notes on the flip chart
- Plenary report

Imagine you are...

- **Economic Operators involved in Subsistence Activities** willing to form a cooperative/association...

- an **Economic Operator involved in Unofficial Business Activities** trying to get her/his activities officially registered...

- an **Economic Operator involved in Official Business Activities** willing to support SA and UBA economic operators in the value chain...

- an **International Product Manufacturer** committing to use compliant secondary metals and trace them up the supply chain...

- a **Government Body or an NGO** willing to promote the GPs and put supporting mechanisms in place...
Coffee & Tea Break
Worst practices

- What we have done so far? Susanne Karcher
WORST PRACTICES

Table 1: Dismantling/ Course Shredding
Table 2: Uncontrolled Burning / Cooking of secondary metal carriers
Table 3: Amalgamation
Table 4: Chemical Leaching
Table 5: Uncontrolled Dumping

QUESTIONS:

Q1: How can this practice be phased out in the near future?
Q2: What are the gaps in terms of documentation and guidance?
Q3: Is it more relevant for certain sectors or regions?

Instructions:
- Spend 10 minutes at the table, then rotate to the next table (no particular order!)
- For each practice, look at the draft fact sheet
Revisiting our objectives & expectations

*Workshop objectives* - *What did we want to accomplish today?*
Wrap up & summary of today’s session
*** End of presentation Thursday 7 July 2016***
Welcome back

Mathias Schluep (Chair ISO IWA) and Sonia Valdivia (Vice-Chair ISO IWA)
Agenda                    Friday 8 July 2016

09:00 Welcome back

09:10 Quiz

09:25 Presentation & Discussion Theory of Change

10:30   COFFEE AND TEA BREAK

10:50 Governance

11:50 Wrap up Session

12:30   LUNCH BBQ
Question 1: How many objectives are there in the GPs?

Answer: 17
Question 2: How many comments did the Secretariat receive on Draft 1 of the Guidance Principles?

Answer: More than 500!
Question 3: When is the intended launch date of the GPs?

Answer: December 2016
Question 4: Which economic operators have to comply with the Guidance Principles?

- Waste collectors
- Metallurgical Processors
- Product Manufacturers
- Waste exporters
- Computer nerds
Question 5: When implementing due diligence, who should a product manufacturer monitor?

- Suppliers
- Clients
- Contractors/subcontractors
- Employees
- CEO’s blood pressure
Question 6: What does the chain-of-custody (CoC) refer to?

- The commercial contracts agreed by economic operators
- A special type of shackles made out of recycled steel
- The mechanism ensuring traceability of compliant products across the value chain
Theory of Change

Presentation by Sonia Valdivia
Governance & Next Steps

Sonia Valdivia (Vice-Chair ISO IWA)
& Rolf Widmer (SNV)
Governance and next steps: Possible support ISO and SNV

ISO

- Publication of ISO/IWA 19
- Notifies the availability of the ISO/IWA 19 to all ISO members.
- Publication of a report, with pictures, in the ISO magazine focus. This needs to be requested by SNV/SRI who would also have to supply text and pictures. The magazine will be distributed in print form to all ISO members and is made available on the ISO website.
Governance and next steps: Possible support ISO and SNV

SNV

- Support the publication and distribution of ISO/IWA 19, by implementing it to the Swiss national standards repository.
- Manage a working group with the task to elaborate an international standard (IS) following the ISO standardization process.
- Managing the secretariat of an international coordination group by using the e-committee platform SNV ISOLutions.
- Use the e-committee “ISO IWA WS "SRI" SRM Focus on Metals” platform after the publication of the ISO/IWA 19 as a networking tool.
- Liaison WRF
Governance and next steps: Coordinating Organisation?

- Different options: ISO (minimal), SNV+WRF, new “GP” organisation...
- Which role could your organisation play in the governance of the new CO?
- How could your organisation support the CO (e.g. in-kind, funds, etc)?
Closing remarks

Mathias Schluep (Chair ISO IWA)
Lunch